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=============== pe-ASM is standalone assembler for
Delphi. It is around in 20kb size. It generates assembler source
code from ANY size Delphi code. Sunday, October 8, 2010 peASM is quite capable assembler for Delphi. But it is limited
with 32bit size PC. And 32bit size PC are far more popular than
64bit size PC. In this post I will explain as to how to overcome
this problem. First of all start from this point. pe-ASM is
assembler. It generates executable file. This executable file has
first of all this header: PE Header If this header is in assembler
file, then the assembler file is not executable. For example: 01
00 01 is not executable. It is not code. It is also not assembler.
EXIT CODE: 00000000 is executable. It is not assembler. It is
not a header of executable file. It is OS-dependent code. It is
depend upon OS. This header is present in pe-ASM executable
files. And this header is a part of the executable file. This is
how to overcome this problem: 1. Find this header's offset in
the executable file. 2. Remove this header. Once you remove
this header, you will get executable file without this header. PE
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Header (Delphi Code) I am about to give you two method to
remove this header. 1. Remove header from source code. 2.
Remove header from executable file. Method 1: 1. Identify
section of the code. 2. Do not add procedure, function or class
to the code. 3. Add procedure, function or class only to this
identified section. If you do not add your procedure, function or
class to the code, then the code will be usable by pe-ASM
assembler. The code that I am using to explain this method is: 1.
Remove the header from the code. 2. Compile the code 3.
Identify the executable section. I identified the 'Form1' as
executable section. And I am doing this so that the code become
less complex. 1. Remove header from source code. 2. Compile
the code Before compiling the
Pe-ASM

Its simple language with simple grammar. Both source and
object code of a program are written completely in Delphi
language. All program flow control statements like IF, FOR,
WHILE, DO WHILE, WHILE EOF are built-in to the
language. And this makes it quite easy to read and understand.
It has two built in assembler instructions, a RETURN and a
JMP. All built in functions, subroutines, local variables are on
free form. Object oriented programming features like classes,
interfaces, packages are also supported. (See the complete list
of features below.) Its simple code type library makes object
oriented programming convenient too. In other words pe-ASM
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gives you everything you want to write a good assembler. So,
what do you need to write a good assembler? A language that
can parse assembly and object code, a good source code editor,
and an assembler program which can decode the object code
and generate assembly code. And pe-ASM can do all of that. To
better understand the object code, code is always converted into
its man' form while decoding. So, here comes the second bit of
goodness! The code is always converted back into object code
when done assembling. pe-ASM Features: Simplicity. Ease of
use. Simplicity of language. Somany built-in features. Code
type library. Built in functions, subroutines, local variables. Real
support for object oriented programming. Support for writing
in C source language. Real support for real assembly language.
PC-32 assembly language, Real assembly language support. real
support for virtual methods. Real support for real oop. Real
support for code generation. Real support for real source code
editor. Real support for two-pass assembler. Real support for
basic runtime libraries. GNU Linux, DJGPP and Windows CE
compiler support. Real support for multi-assembler. Real
support for multi-object code. Real support for.NET/Java/C++
code. Real support for code navigation, syntax coloring, regex
highlighting. Real support for code editing, code navigation,
code highlighting, code highlighting, code highlighting. Real
support for source code analysis, documentation generation.
Real support for document formatting, printing, PDF
generation. Real support for code template. Real support for
project management. 6a5afdab4c
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written fully in Delphi language. Delphi contains only a subset
of assembler instruction set. Full assembler instruction set like
NASM is not provided. Only assembler source code itself is
between 25kb to 50kb in size. Full output file size of around
30k to 50k in size. Delphi can support multiple simultaneous
parallel program. It means, if you have multiple program
running on the same computer, it will fully support them. (even
a compiler can run on multiple CPU processors! but sometimes
some folks don't know how to use it.) Delphi can support
multiple instances of pe-ASM at the same time. This is
important when debugging assembler programs because you can
edit the source code of multiple programs at once without
worrying about editing a single program at a time. You can
create self executing PE module. It means, you can create a
module which consists of a main function which loads it
module into memory and then the program launches the module
main function. Delphi has a built in debugger. It can be use to
debug and view assembler source code of the program. Delphi
can read PE modules and it has a built in Pe-asm Viewer.
Recently, we offer our users 3 trial versions. Feel free to use
and try them! * New Releases with fully new features are
released every 1 or 2 weeks.* New version of the EXE to ZIP
Extractor is released about every 3 weeks.* New version of the
EXE to HEX Converter is released about every 3 weeks. Recent
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additions * Improved PE Extractor * Improved Hex Converter
* Improved ZIP Converter * New IAT, IENH, IENV Exportor
* New PE Viewer Key Features * The PE Extractor can extract
PE modules and can use chaining to many PE modules to form
a complex EXE which include a self executable module. It
means, you can combine multiple EXE modules into a single
EXE! * The Hex Converter can convert.HEX to.ASM,.ASM
to.HEX,.HEX to.RAM and.RAM to.HEX. Delphi utility to
convert a.exe to a.ram.hex or.hye and back (Thanks to H2Py)
Features * It can convert.exe to.ram
What's New in the?

It's easy to use. To learn only basic syntax, no need to
understand what's happening under the hood. Compile time
optimizations: If you use 32 bit x86, pe-ASM can embed its
own version of x86 opcodes. If you use 64 bit x64, pe-ASM can
embed its own version of x64 opcodes. Almost no code is
recompiled at runtime, except some x86 instruction is executed.
PE always begin with two bytes of magic word. Then follow
with: Number of page (1Mb size). Number of section. First
section (main code). First section (rodata). Position of first
section (relative to first page). Fully portable: Self-contained in
its own PE file. Package names are normalized to lower case.
Syntax is the same in C, C++, Pascal or Delphi. @Wen: I tested
it a little more, and if the code size of plugin is below 100kb,
you will have performance issue. Most of my code is below
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50kb in the most cases. The speed of pe-ASM is excellent to the
extent that the code size of plugin is below 100kb. @Bjorn, I
found what you meant. Sorry for this misunderstanding.
2011-09-19 Bjorn @Wen: I tested it a little more, and if the
code size of plugin is below 100kb, you will have performance
issue. Most of my code is below 50kb in the most cases. The
speed of pe-ASM is excellent to the extent that the code size of
plugin is below 100kb. Well, I don't have any problem in that
area. In fact, I've compiled plugins which is hundreds of
thousands of lines of codes with only a few hundred kb of code
size, and the performance is still the same (in the case the code
itself is optimized to reduce the size of code, but not
completely, so I'm more talking about the final code size).
Quote: Originally Posted by mickeytom @Bjorn, I found what
you meant. Sorry for this misunderstanding. No problem.
2011-09-19 pethe At first I was a bit surprised by the small
(under 15KB) required code size, but being a pe plugin
developer it's
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System Requirements:

- 1024MB RAM - 200MB HD space - Geforce 7800GT, ATI
HD 2800 or better, or Intel HD2600 or better - 500Mhz,
800Mhz or Higher CPU - DirectX 9.0c or later (with the
exception of WWII Online, which has been tested to work on
DirectX 10.0c) Windows Vista compatible Win7, Win8 or
Win10 compatible - nVidia drivers: 260.22-260.44 from nVidia
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